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Abstract—We demonstrate a simple, robust, and highly sensitive
temperature sensor based on the resonant excitation of whispering gallery modes in a coated single-mode fiber (SMF) loop that
was created by means of bending a standard coated SMF into a
loop with a radius of 5 mm. Clear interference fringes were observed in the transmission spectrum of the coated-SMF loop. The
resonant wavelength exhibits a linear temperature response at the
temperature range from −60° to 10 °C, and a quadratic temperature response at the temperature range from 10° to 140 °C.
Moreover, the coated-SMF loop exhibits an ultrahigh sensitivity of
up to −5.22 nm/°C at 120 °C, and the sensitivity (i.e., −4.01 nm/°C
at 80 °C) is two orders of magnitude higher than that of an
uncoated-SMF loop (i.e., 0.04 nm/°C at 80 °C). Hence, such a
coated-SMF loop could be used to develop a temperature sensor
with a large measurement range from −60° to 140 °C.
Index Terms—Bending loss, modal interferometer, optical fiber
sensors, whispering gallery mode (WGM).

I. INTRODUCTION
N the past few decades, fiber-optic temperature sensors have
been extensively studied due to the advantages of compact
size, durability in harsh environment, immunity to electro- magnetic interference, and capability of remote interrogation. Numerous sensing schemes and devices have been developed for
fiber-optic temperature sensors, such as fiber Bragg gratings
(FBGs) [1], long-period fiber gratings (LPFGs) [2]–[4], in-fiber
modal interferometers [5]–[7], and liquid-filled photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [8]–[10]. Due to the limit of the thermal-optic
coefficient of fused silica, the temperature-sensitivities of traditional FBGs, LPFGs, and interferometers are typically less
than 0.1 nm/°C. Various techniques have been done to enhance
the temperature-sensitivities. For example, Xue et al. sealed a
microfiber taper in refractive index (RI) matching liquid, and
achieved a temperature-sensitivity of −3.88 nm/°C [5]. Li et al.
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applied thermo-sensitive coatings on a modal interferometer,
and achieved a sensitivity of 3.195 nm/°C [6]. Zhang et al.
reported a higher sensitivity of 15 nm/°C by use of a similar technique [7]. Peiró et al. reported a liquid-filled PCF with
an ultra-high sensitivity of 25 nm/°C [8]. Unfortunately, these
techniques usually are too complicated to be realized.
A simple bent optical fiber loop could be used to solve the
problem above. With the worldwide deployment of optical networks, the bending loss properties of optical fibers have been
investigated thoroughly, including the bending loss oscillations
in a coated single-mode fiber (SMF) [11]–[21]. Temperature
sensors based on bent optical fibers have also been reported
[22]–[26]. For example, researchers at Heriot-Watt University
discovered the temperature-dependence of the bending loss in
a SMF [22], [23]. Rajan et al. proposed a macro-bent SMF
temperature sensor based on an absorptive coating layer and
a ratio-metric power measurement scheme [25]. Nam and Yin
reported a high-temperature sensor based on WGM excitation
in a bent cladding-thinned uncoated SMF. Such a sensor exhibited a temperature-sensitivity of 0.212 nm/°C [26]. The relatively low temperature-sensitivities above result from the propagation of WGM in the insensitive cladding layers and/or the
low-resolution intensity demodulation.
In this paper, we demonstrate a simple, robust, and highlysensitive temperature sensor based on the resonant excitation of
whispering gallery modes (WGMs) in a coated-SMF loop and
wavelength demodulation. The sensor was created by means
of bending a standard SMF with polymer coating layers into a
loop with a radius of 5 mm. The coated-SMF loop exhibits an
ultrahigh sensitivity of up to −5.22 nm/°C at 120 °C, and the sensitivity (i.e. −4.01 nm/°C at 80 °C) is two orders of magnitude
higher than that of an uncoated-SMF loop (i.e. 0.04 nm/°C at
80 °C). The WGMs propagated in the thermal-sensitive coating
layers and reflected at the coating-air boundary are responsible
for the high temperature-sensitivity.
II. RESONANT EXCITATION OF WGMS IN A
COATED-SMF LOOP
Fig. 1 illustrates the configuration and the principle of a
coated-SMF loop temperature sensor. A normal SMF has four
layers, i.e., fiber core, fiber cladding, inner coating, and outer
coating. The fiber core and cladding are composed of fused
silica, while the coating layers are composed of UV curable
acrylate. As shown in Fig. 1, a modal interferometer could be
developed to explain the resonant excitation of WGMs in a
coated-SMF loop. While a coated SMF is bent into a loop with
a small radius, the strain is generated along the fiber loop and
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TABLE I
TYPICAL PARAMETERS OF A STANDARD CORNING SMF-28 FIBERa
[18], [24], [28]
Parameters (units)

Core

Cladding

material
Ge-doped silica
silica
radius
r (μm)
4.15
62.5
RI
n
1.4504
1.4447
5.5 × 10−7
5.5 × 10−7
TEC
ξ (K−1 )
TOC
μ (K−1 )
7.97 × 10−6
7.80 × 10−6
a

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the coated-SMF loop temperature senor and the
resonant excitation of whispering gallery modes (WGMs).

produces anisotropic and asymmetric changes of the dielectric
constant due to the photo-elastic effect [16]–[21]. In addition,
the geometrical effect associated with the curvature of fiber can
also change the effective refractive index (RI) profile [19]–[21].
As a result, the modal index of the higher-order cladding modes
increases strongly, whereas the modal index of the fundamental
core mode increases slightly. When the modal index is matched,
a resonant coupling between the core mode and the cladding
modes is produced, and efficient power transfer from the core
mode to the cladding modes is enabled. Some cladding modes
are absorbed by the coating layers or lost in the form of leaky
modes, thus giving rise to an intrinsic bending loss of the core
mode, especially at longer wavelength.
Furthermore, a number of cladding modes propagate in the
cladding and coating layers in the form of whispering gallery
modes (WGMs) [12]–[21]. Due to the much larger RI contrast,
the reflection at the coating-air boundary is much larger than
that at the cladding-coating boundary, and plays a decisive role
in the formation of WGMs. And eventually, the WGMs in the
cladding and coating layers interfere with the fundamental core
mode at the output of the loop when the curvature disappears.
The resonant coupling takes place at the wavelength where a
phase matching condition is satisfied, and hence gives rise to an
attenuation dip in the transmission spectrum of the core mode.
In order to implement a coated-SMF loop temperature sensor,
we can take advantage of the temperature dependence of the
modal index of WGMs, which leads to a wavelength shift in the
transmission dip as a function of the ambient temperature.
The phase difference Δφk between the kth WGM and the
core mode can be expressed as [27]
2π
(lWGM ,k − n0 Z) , (1)
λ
where βWGM ,k and βco are the propagation constants of the kth
WGM and the core mode, respectively; Z is the arc length of
the fiber loop; λ is the wavelength; n0 is the effective RI of the
fiber core mode; lWGM ,k is the optical path length of the WGM
and can be given by
Δφk = (βWGM ,k − βco ) Z =

lWGM ,k = 2 (ncl L1 + nb1 L2 + nb2 L3 ) ,

(2)

where L1 , L2 , and L3 are the WGM trace lengths in the cladding
layer, inner coating layer, and outer coating layer, respectively;

Inner coating

Outer coating

UV curable acrylate
95
125
1.4786
1.5294
8.0 × 10−5
< 1.0 × 10−5
−2.90 × 10−3

Measured at 25 °C and 1550 nm.

ncl , nb1 , and nb2 are the effective RIs of the three layers above,
respectively. It should be stated that a ray model is developed in
Eq. (2) for simplicity, whereas the previous descriptions in this
paper is focused on a modal approach. Nevertheless, Eq. (2) is
enough for qualitatively analyzing the experimental results.
The mth resonant wavelength λm in the transmission spectrum should satisfy the phase condition below [12], [14],
[15], [27]
Δφk =

2π
(lWGM ,k − n0 Z) = (2m + 1) π.
λm

(3)

In order to derive the temperature sensitivities of the resonant wavelength in the transmission spectrum, Eq. (2) is substituted into Eq. (3), and then the differentiation is done. So the
temperature-sensitivity of a coated-SMF loop should be
m

dλm ,c
= 2L2 (μb1 + nb1 ξb1 ) + 2L3 (μb2 + nb2 ξb2 )



dT
Coating layer

+ 2L1 (μcl + ncl ξcl ) − Z (μ0 + n0 ξ0 ),


 


Cladding layer

(4)

Fib er core

where dT is the temperature change; n0 , ncl , nb1 , and nb2 are
the RIs, μ0 , μcl , μb1 , and μb2 are the thermo-optic coefficients
(TOCs); ξ0 , ξcl , ξb1 , and ξb2 are the thermal expansion coefficients (TECs). The subscripts 0, cl, b1, and b2 refer to the
fiber core, fiber cladding, inner coating, and outer coating, respectively. Table I shows the typical parameters of a standard
Corning SMF-28 fiber.
For a coated-SMF loop, the first two items in the right side of
Eq. (4) depend on the coating material, the third item depends on
the fiber cladding material, and the last item depends on the fiber
core material. For an uncoated-SMF loop, the first two items do
not exist, and the TEC of fused silica is much smaller than the
TOC [24]. So the temperature-sensitivity of an uncoated-SMF
loop can be simplified as
m

dλm ,u
≈ (2L1 − Z) μcl .
dT

(5)

Since the UV curable acrylate in the coating layers has a much
larger TOC than the fused silica in the fiber core and the fiber
cladding layer (i.e., −2.90 × 10−3 /°C for UV curable acrylate
[24], 7.80 × 10−6 /°C for silica, and 7.97 × 10−6 /°C for Gedoped silica [28]), a much higher temperature-sensitivity can be
expected in a coated-SMF loop.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for testing the coated-SMF loop temperature senor
(BBS: broadband light source, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, SMF: singlemode fiber).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Construction of a Coated-SMF Loop and Measurement
of the Transmission Spectrum
As shown in Fig. 2, a fiber loop was constructed by means
of bending a coated optical fiber through a metal tube with an
inner diameter of 1 mm and a length of 3 mm. And then the
fiber loop was fixed onto a steel plate by employing UV curable adhesive on the two leading fibers and on the tube. With
the protection of the coating layers, the coated fiber loop was
robust and could hardly be broken. The steel plate with the fixed
loop was placed into an oven in which the temperature can be
controlled. A differential thermocouple (UNI-T UT320) was
used to measure the temperature with an accuracy of 0.1 °C.
A broadband light source (BBS, Fiber-Lake FL-ASE-EB) and
an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, YOKOGAWA AQ6370C)
were used to measure the transmission spectra (i.e. bending loss
spectra) of the fiber loop. The BBS was based on amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of four-channel semiconductor optical
amplifiers (SOAs), and had a wavelength range from 1250 to
1650 nm (i.e. a bandwidth of 400 nm), an output power of
10.79 dBm, a power stability of ±0.02 dB, and a degree of polarization (DOP) of less than 5%. The OSA was scanned from
1250 to 1650 nm with a wavelength resolution of 0.5 nm and a
‘HIGH1’ sensitivity mode.
In our experiments, three types of optical fibers, i.e., a
standard SMF (Corning SMF-28, N. A. = 0.14), a thin-core
single-mode fiber (TCF, Nufern UHNA-3, N. A. = 0.35), and
a graded-index multimode fiber (MMF, YOFC, N. A. = 0.20),
with different numerical apertures (N. A.s) were used to construct the coated fiber loop sensors. The three types of fibers
were bent into three different loops, i.e., the SMF loop, the TCF
loop, and the MMF loop, with the same radius of 5 mm. As
shown in Fig. 3, clear interference fringes and a larger bending
loss were observed in the transmission spectrum of the coatedSMF loop. In contrast, no interference fringes were observed
in the transmission spectra, with a smaller bending loss, of the
coated-TCF and -MMF loops.
Since the TCF has a much larger N. A. than a standard
SMF, phase matching between the WGMs and the core mode
should take place in the coated-TCF loop with a much smaller
radius, and efficient power transfer will not happen in the
coated-TCF loop with the same radius of 5 mm as that of the

Fig. 3. Transmission spectra of the coated-SMF, -TCF, and -MMF loops
(R = 5 mm, T = 25 °C) measured by use of a broadband light source and an
optical spectrum analyzer. (Note that the transmission spectrum of the coatedSMF loop in the wavelength range from 1533 to 1610 nm (light-blue region) was
further investigated by use of a tunable laser source, a polarization synthesizer,
and a power meter, as shown in Fig. 4.).

coated-SMF loop. So the coated-TCF loop, as shown in Fig. 3,
has no clear interference fringes in the transmission spectrum,
together with a much smaller bending loss. In the case of the
coated-MMF loop, there are hundreds of modes in the fiber
core, and multiple interferences should take place between the
WGMs and core modes. Due to the averaging effect, no inference fringes could be seen in a coated-MMF loop. Therefore,
only the standard SMF was employed to demonstrate coated
fiber loop sensors in the following experiments.
B. Polarization Dependence of the Coated-SMF Loop
The polarization dependence of the coated-SMF loop was
investigated by use of a linear-polarized tunable laser source
(Agilent, model 81940A), a polarization synthesizer (Agilent,
model N7786B), and an optical power meter (Agilent, model
N7744A). The wavelength of the tunable laser was scanned from
1533 to 1610 nm with a resolution of 0.015 nm. At each test
wavelength, a set of polarization states was generated sequentially by the polarization synthesizer, and sent into the coatedSMF loop. After the output power of the coated-SMF loop was
detected by the optical power meter, the transmission spectra of
two orthogonal polarization modes (TE and TM), the average insertion loss (IL) spectrum, and the polarization dependent loss
(PDL) were measured via Mueller matrixes. The same transmission dip D1, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, was measured by
use of the same coated-SMF loop but different methods and
equipments.
As shown in Fig. 4, the transmission spectra of the TE and
TM modes have a much larger fringe contrast of 24.76 and
31.36 dB, respectively, than the fringe contrast of 14.53 dB in
the average IL spectrum. Moreover, the transmission spectra of
the TE and TM modes are quite similar, unless a spectral shift
of 2.72 nm is observed. The maximum PDL of the coated-SMF
loop is up to 32.42 dB. The high birefringence in the coatedSMF loop may result from the large anisotropic stress induced
by fiber macro-bending.
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Fig. 4. Polarization dependence of the coated-SMF loop (Corning SMF-28,
R = 5 mm, T = 25 °C) measured by use of a tunable laser source, a polarization synthesizer, and a power meter. Upper panel: transmission spectra of two
orthogonal polarization modes (TE and TM); Lower panel: average insertion
loss spectrum (IL, left axis) and polarization dependent loss (PDL, right axis).

Furthermore, it should be noted that due to the limit of the
wavelength range of the tunable laser source, the transmission
spectra in the following experiments were all measured by use
of the BBS and OSA, instead of the tunable laser, polarization
synthesizer, and optical power meter.
C. Temperature Response of the Coated-SMF Loops
Three types of SMFs available in our lab, i.e., Corning
SMF-28, YOFC SMF, and Draka SMF, were employed to investigate the temperature response of the coated-SMF loops
with the same radius of 5 mm. The three types of SMFs were
supplied by different manufacturers, and had similar optical
specifications (such as mode-field diameters, N. A.s, and cutoff
wavelengths) but different parameters in the coating layers. As
shown in Fig. 5(b), the Corning SMF-28 and the YOFC SMF
have similar coatings with transparent colors, whereas the Draka
SMF has a different coating with a green color.
While the three coated-SMF loops (i.e., Corning-SMF-28
loop, YOFC-SMF loop, and Draka-SMF loop) were placed in
the oven, the temperature was gradually increased from −60
to 150 °C, and the transmission spectra were measured with a
step of 10 °C. The transmission spectra of the three coated-SMF
loops at several typical temperatures of −60, 20, 80, 140 and
150 °C were illustrated in Fig. 5(a). At temperatures lower than
140 °C, all of the three coated-SMF loops have clear interference
fringes. At higher temperatures, the fringes of the CorningSMF-28 loop and the YOFC-SMF loop disappear gradually,
but clear fringes are remained in the Draka-SMF loop, even at
150 °C. Higher temperatures have not been applied due to the
limit of the oven used in our experiments.
The temperature-sensitivities are derived from the slope
of the temperature response. All of the three coated-SMF
loops exhibit high temperature-sensitivities. As shown in
Fig. 5(d), the Corning-SMF-28, YOFC-SMF, and Draka-SMF
loops have a high temperature-sensitivity of −1.39, −1.29,

Fig. 5. (a) The transmission spectra of the three types of coated-SMF loops
(Corning SMF-28, YOFC SMF, Draka SMF, R = 5 mm) at typical temperatures
of −60, 20, 80, 140 and 150 °C; (b) The photograph of the three types of
SMFs; (c) Resonant wavelength evolution of the Draka-SMF loop with a step
of 10 °C (upper: evolution of the transmission dip around 1570 nm at the initial
temperature of −60 °C, lower: evolution of the transmission dip around 1570 nm
at the initial temperature of 80 °C); (d) The temperature response of the three
types of coated-SMF loop sensors.

and −1.45 nm/°C at the temperature range from −60 to
10 °C, a higher temperature-sensitivity of −4.01, −3.78, and
−2.76 nm/°C at 80 °C, and an ultrahigh temperature-sensitivity
of −5.22, −5.18, and −4.21 nm/°C at 120 °C. Compared with
the Corning-SMF-28 loop, the Draka-SMF loop has a better
linearity but a slightly lower temperature-sensitivity.
In order to fast sweep the wavelength range of 400 nm, the
wavelength resolution used in Fig. 5 was 0.5 nm. Hence, the temperature resolution of the coated-SMF loop was around 0.4 °C
at low temperature and around 0.1 °C at high temperature.
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The temperature resolution could further be improved by use
of a high-resolution wavelength interrogator and a resonantwavelength-seeking algorithm.
The experimental results shown in Fig. 5 can be quantitatively
explained by use of Eq. (4). For a coated-SMF loop, the WGMs
propagate in the coating layers and the cladding layer. As shown
in Table I, the TOC of the UV curable acrylate μb is negative
and the absolute value is large (μb = −2.9 × 10−3 /°C [24]).
Hence, the coated-SMF loop has a high temperature-sensitivity
with a negative value (‘blue’ shift). The nonlinear temperature
response of the coated-SMF loop may probably result from
the change in μb with rising temperature. μb is a constant at
lower temperature, so that the coated-SMF loop exhibits a linear temperature response at the temperature range from -60 to
10 °C, as shown in Fig. 5(d). In contrast, an increasing μb at the
temperatures higher than 10 °C leads to a quadratic response
with an increasing sensitivity. The analysis agrees well with the
measurement results reported in [29], in which the TOC is twotimes larger at higher temperatures. Moreover, the differences
between the temperature response of the Draka-SMF loop and
that of the Corning-SMF-28 loop is due to the slightly different
μb of the coating materials, especially at high temperatures.
D. Coated-SMF Loops With Different Bend Radius
The temperature response of the coated-SMF loops with different bend radius was investigated to improve the loop radius
for temperature sensing applications. Due to the relatively high
sensitivity, the Corning SMF-28 fiber was used in this experiment. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the intrinsic bending loss of the
coated-SMF loop increase with the decrease of the loop radius,
and the fringe contrast is larger at longer wavelengths. This
phenomenon may result from an enhanced resonant excitation
of WGMs in the coated-SMF loop with a smaller radius and at
longer wavelengths. In case the power of WGM is equal to that
of core mode, the destructive interference is optimum with the
largest fringe contrast. With a bend radius of around 5 mm, a
fringe contrast of more than 10 dB can be achieved at 1550 nm
with an acceptable intrinsic bending loss. When the bend radius
is larger than 6 mm, the fringe contrast is too small to be detected. When the radius is smaller than 4 mm, the interference
fringes are in disorder, which may result from the higher-order
WGMs interference. The free spectra range (FSR) of the interference fringes, defined as the difference between two adjacent
resonant wavelengths, decreases with the bend radius reducing,
which is in agreement with the previous reports [13]. As the
radius is reduced, the number of WGMs that phase match the
core mode increases in a given wavelength range, and the interference of WGMs and core mode generates a larger number of
dips in the transmission spectrum.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the coated-SMF loops with a radius of
7.08, 5.85, 4.91, and 3.74 mm exhibit a temperature-sensitivity
of −3.86, −3.35, −2.65, and −2.14 nm/°C, respectively. In
other words, a larger SMF loop has a higher temperaturesensitivity. It can be seen from Eq. (4) that in case of a coatedSMF loop with a larger radius, the temperature-sensitivity
should increase with a longer length L2 and L3 in the coating

Fig. 6. (a) Transmission spectra of the coated-SMF loops with different bend
radius (Corning SMF-28, T = 25 °C); (b) Temperature-sensitivities of the
coated-SMF loops with different bend radius.

layers. Considering the fringe contrast and the temperaturesensitivity, the optimum radius of a coated-SMF loop should
be 5 mm.
E. Temperature Response of the Uncoated-SMF Loop
The temperature response of an uncoated-SMF loop was investigated to compare with that of a coated-SMF loop. The coating layers of a standard Corning SMF-28 fiber were removed in
advance. And then the uncoated fiber was bent into a loop with
a radius of 5 mm by using the same method described above.
Without the protection of coating layers, the uncoated-SMF loop
was much more fragile than the coated- SMF loop. As shown
in Fig. 7(a), clear interference fringes have been achieved in the
transmission spectra of the uncoated- SMF loop. As shown in the
inset of Fig. 7(a), the interference fringes shifted toward a longer
wavelength (i.e. ‘red’ shift) with rising temperature. As shown
in Fig. 7(b), the temperature- sensitivity of the uncoated-SMF
loop is 0.04 nm/°C. It can be seen from Figs. 5 and 7 that the
temperature response of the coated-Corning-SMF loop is completely different from that of an uncoated-Corning-SMF loop
with the same bend radius. That is, the coated-Corning-SMF
loop exhibits a ‘blue’ shift with an ultrahigh sensitivity of
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Fig. 7. (a) Transmission spectrum of the uncoated-SMF loop (Corning SMF28, R = 5 mm), inset: interference fringes at different temperatures; (b) Temperature response of the uncoated-SMF loop.

−4.01 nm/°C at 80 °C, whereas, an uncoated-Corning-SMF
loop exhibits a ‘red’ shift with a much lower sensitivity of
0.04 nm/°C at the same temperature.
The differences between the experimental results in
Figs. 5 and 7 can be quantitatively explained via the temperaturesensitivities, as given in Eq. (4) and (5), of the coated- and
uncoated-SMF loops. For an uncoated-SMF loop, the WGMs
propagate in the cladding layer. As shown in Table I, the TOC
of the silica μcl is positive, and the trace length of the WGM
(2L1 ) is slightly longer than that of the core mode (Z). Hence,
the temperature-sensitivity of an uncoated-SMF loop should be
positive (‘red’ shift). For a coated-SMF loop, the WGMs propagate in the coating layers as well as in the cladding layer. As
shown in Table I, the TOC of the UV curable acrylate μb is negative (μb = −2.9 × 10−3 /°C [24]), and the absolute value is two
orders larger than that of the fused silica (μcl = 7.8 × 10−6 /°C
[28]). Therefore, the temperature-sensitivity of a coated-SMF
loop should be negative (‘blue’ shift), and will be much larger
than that of an uncoated-SMF loop. The experimental results
are in accordance with theoretical expectations.

Fig. 8. (a) Transmission spectrum evolution of a coated-SMF loop immerged
into different refractive index matching liquids (Corning SMF-28, R = 5 mm,
T = 25 °C); (b) Measured dip wavelength and dip intensity of the transmission
dip D2 as a function of the surrounding refractive index.

F. Response of the Coated-SMF Loop to Surrounding RI
We also investigated the response of the coated-SMF loop to
surrounding refractive index (RI) by means of immersing the
loop into a series of refractive index matching liquids (Cargille
Labs). A coated-Corning-SMF-28 loop with a radius of 5 mm
was used. The ambient temperature and the strain within the
loop were kept unchanged during the experiment.
As shown in Fig. 8, the RI response of the coated-SMF loop
was investigated by use of the dip wavelength (i.e. resonant
wavelength) and dip intensity (i.e. interference fringe contrast)
of the transmission dip D2. In case the surrounding RI was increased from 1.0 to 1.420, the dip wavelength shifted toward
a longer wavelength (i.e. ‘red’ shift), whereas the dip intensity hardly changed. In case the surrounding RI was increased
from 1.420 to 1.440, the dip intensity was reduced drastically
from 16.45 to 3.79 dB, and the dip wavelength further shifted
toward a longer wavelength. In case the surrounding RI was
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increased from 1.440 to 1.520, the dip intensity was further reduced from 3.79 to 0.09 dB, whereas the dip wavelength hardly
changed. The interference fringes almost disappeared in case
the RI was further increased to a higher value of 1.520, which
is nearly equal to the effective RI of the outer coating layer. As
shown in Fig. 8(b), the RI sensitivity of the coated-SMF loop is
11.9 nm/RIU in the RI range of 1.0 ∼ 1.350, and increases to a
higher value of 286.9 nm/RIU in the RI range of 1.400 ∼ 1.440.
The reason for the RI sensitivity is that the WGMs in the
coated-SMF loop propagate in the coating layers and are guided
by the confinement of coating-air boundary. The modal index of
WGMs increases with an increasing external RI [19], [27], and
leads to a decrease in the coupling efficiency between WGMs
and core mode, and eventually results in a decrease in the dip
intensity. In addition, it can be seen from Eq. (1) that the phase
difference between WGMs and core mode increases, and hence
leads to a ‘red’ shift in the dip wavelength. In case the external
RI is equal to the effective RI of the outer coating layer, there is
no total internal reflection at the coating-air boundary, and thus
no WGM can be guided any more. In other words, the WGMs
do not exist, and only radiation modes can exist. Therefore, the
interference fringes disappear in the transmission spectrum, and
there remains only an intrinsic loss at longer wavelength.
Moreover, the cross sensitivity between temperature and surrounding RI could be avoided by appropriately packaging the
coated-SMF loop temperature sensor. And in this way, the influence of environmental humidity and contaminations could be
eliminated in the measurement of temperature.
In the future, such a coated-SMF loop could also be used to
develop a promising chemical and bio-photonic sensor owing
to its high sensitivity to changes in the surrounding mediums
refractive index.
IV. CONCLUSION
A coated-SMF loop was demonstrated to develop a high- sensitivity temperature sensor based on the resonant excitation of
WGMs. The sensor was constructed by means of bending a standard SMF into a fiber loop with a radius of 5 mm. Temperaturedependent interference fringes were observed in the transmission spectrum of the coated-SMF loop. An ultrahigh sensitivity
of −5.22 nm/°C and a large measurement range from −60 °C
to 140 °C were achieved. Moreover, the coated-SMF loop exhibits a much higher sensitivity than the uncoated-SMF loop.
The proposed coated-SMF loop sensor provides a promising
way for low-cost, high-performance temperature measurement.
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